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EIGHTY YEARS OF PROFESSOR JAN JAKUBIK 
Professor Jan Jakubik, a prominent Slovak mathematician, reached eighty years of age on 
8 October, 2003. 
Jan Jakubik was born in Dudince (Slovakia). After having completed his secondary school 
education at Banska Stiavnica, he studied Mathematics and Physics at the Comenius Univer-
sity in Bratislava. Then he worked at the Slovak Technical University in Bratislava (1948-1952) 
and at the Technical University in Kosice (1952-1985). Since 1985, he works at the Kosice 
branch of the Mathematical Inst i tute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences. He was appointed 
Associate Professor (1956) and Full Professor (1963). He was elected a corresponding member 
of the Slovak Academy of Sciences (1964) and of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences (1965). 
In 1977 he was elected an ordinary member both of the Slovak Academy of Sciences and the 
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. 
His work was already appraised in [g] and [m] twenty years ago (with the list of his first 
104 papers) and in [f] ten years ago (with the list of his papers [105]—[156]). In this article we 
will pay our at tent ion only to the period 1994-2003. Scientific research of J. Jakubik in the 
last ten years can be divided into three domains: 
(a) ordered sets, lattices; 
(b) ordered groups, vector lattices; 
(c) MV-algebras, pseudo MV-algebras. 
The first two structures were studied by J. Jakubik also during the previous years. Theory of 
MV-algebras and pseudo MV-algebras is a new direction in his scientific research. 
Let us present some typical results in the mentioned domains. 
T h e d o m a i n (a): 
F. P a p a n g e l o u [r] investigated some types of sequential convergences on Boolean alge-
bras. Sequential convergences on Boolean algebras and on distributive lattices were dealt with 
in J a k u b i k ' s papers [163], [190] and [223]. For a distributive lattice L let C o n v L be the 
system of all sequential convergences on L; this system is partially ordered in a natural way. 
If B is a Boolean algebra, then the symbol Conv B has an analogous meaning, and similarly 
for a lattice ordered group G. In [163] there were established necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for L under which the partially ordered set Conv L is a complete lattice. In general, the 
partially ordered set Conv B need not be a lattice; namely, for a and (3 from Conv B, the 
join a V /3 need not exist in C o n v B . If a is a sequential convergence on a Boolean algebra B 
which is generated by a set of disjoint sequences and if /3 is any element of Conv B, then the 
join a V j3 exists in Conv B. Further it is shown that each interval of Conv B is a Brouwerian 
lattice ([190]). In [223] it is proved tha t for each generalized Boolean algebra B there exists 
an abelian lattice ordered group G such tha t the partially ordered set Conv B is isomorphic 
to a convex subset of the partially ordered set Conv G. 
J. J a k u b i k [1] introduced and studied the notion of the radical class of lattice ordered 
groups. This class is wider than the torsion class of lattice ordered groups tha t was defined and 
intensively studied by J. M a r t i n e z [n]. In [229] there is defined the concept of radical class 
of distributive lattices. Let D be the class of all distributive lattices; further, let DQ be the 
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class of all distributive lattices having the least element. It is shown tha t there exists exactly 
one radical class D (namely, D itself) and that the collection of all radical classes in DQ is a 
proper class. 
Basic results on direct product decompositions of partially ordered sets were proved by 
J. H a s h i m o t o [k]. The relations between direct product decompositions of a directed set 
L and direct product decompositions of intervals of L were investigated in [183]. Sufficient 
conditions for the Boolean algebra of all directed factors of L to be atomic were found. Certain 
forms of the cancellation rule for direct and subdirect product decompositions of some types 
of partially ordered sets are contained in [230]. The following result is derived: 
Let L be a directed set of finite length such that L __. A x B. L __. C x D and 
Ac. C. Then B ~D. 
Let S be the class of all partially ordered sets P such tha t the system of all nonempty 
intervals of P is selfdual. In [184] it is proved that : 
For each infinite cardinal a there exists a connected partially ordered set Pa 
such that 
(i) Pa belongs to S; 
(ii) c a r d P a = d; 
(iii) Pa is homogeneous. 
G. B i r k h o f f [c] proposed the following problem: To find all finite lattices L such tha t 
each automorphism of the unoriented graph corresponding to L turns out to be a latt ice auto-
morphism. Let us denote by C the class of all lattices which satisfy the mentioned condition. 
A partial solution of this problem concerning modular lattices is obtained in [194]. 
Let L be a finite modular lattice. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) L belongs to C; 
(ii) no direct factor of L having more than one element is selfdual. 
The assumption of modulari ty cannot be replaced by the assumption tha t L is semimodular 
([206]). 
T h e d o m a i n (b): 
In [168] it is shown tha t if G is an abelian lattice ordered group which can be expressed 
as a direct product G = A x B with A -7- {0} ?- B, then G is not affine complete. By means 
of this result the following theorem is obtained: 
Let G be a complete lattice ordered group. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) G is affine complete; 
(ii) G = { 0 } . 
The question, whether the conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent for each lattice ordered group, 
remains open. 
For a lattice ordered group G denote by GL and GD the lateral completion or the 
Dedekind completion of C7, respectively The main result of S. J. B e r n a u [a] is the fol-
lowing theorem: 
Let G be an archimedean lattice ordered group. Then the relation GDL = GLD 
is valid. 
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J. J a k u b 1 k [179] has proved the validity of this relation for strongly projectable lattice 
ordered groups. 
Let G be a lattice ordered group, Gc the cut completion of G, GA the Dedekind comple-
tion of G and Fa the class of all abelian lattice ordered groups having only a finite number 
of disjoint elements. The following result is derived in [204]: 
Let G e Fa. Then G
c E Fa and G
c = GA. 
S. J . B e r n a u [b] proved tha t each lattice ordered group G has a uniquely determined 
lateral completion GL. Bernau's method consists in applying a transfinite process to construct 
GL. In each step of this construction, new elements are added to those already given by the 
preceding step. J . J a k u b i k [202] found out tha t for a projectable lattice ordered group G 
it suffices to apply only one step in the process of adding new elements of G. 
Convexities of lattices were defined by E. F r i e d [o; p . 225]. 
In [171] the collection C(C) of all convexities of lattice ordered groups is investigated and 
it is shown tha t C(C) is a proper class. A radical class of lattice ordered groups need not be 
a convexity A torsion class is a convexity if and only if it is closed under direct products . 
The notion of a half lattice ordered group (especially, of a half linearly ordered group) was 
introduced and studied by M . G i r a u d e t and F . L u c a s [j]. J . J a k u b i k [175] defined the 
small direct product of half lattice ordered groups] the relations between small direct product 
decompositions of a half lattice ordered group G and direct product decompositions of its 
increasing part Of a r e dealt with in this paper . It is shown tha t any two small direct product 
decompositions of G have isomorphic refinements. 
Basic results on cyclically ordered groups are due to L. R i e g e r [s]. In [161] there are in-
vestigated the properties of the partially ordered collection of all nonempty classes of cyclically 
ordered groups which are closed with respect to direct limits. A part icular type of cyclically 
ordered groups, denoted as dc-groups, has been defined by J. J a k u b i k and in [185] it was 
proved tha t any two lexicographic product decompositions of a dc-group have isomorphic 
refinements. In [226] there is introduced the notion of a half cyclically ordered group G gener-
alizing the notion of a half partially ordered group. Relations between lexicographic product 
decompositions of G and lexicographic product decompositions of the increasing par t Gt are 
investigated. 
The following results were established in [181]: 
The system Conv L of all sequential converges in a vector lattice L is nonempty 
if and only if L is archimedean. Let L be archimedean. Then Conv L has the 
least element (it need not have, in general, a greatest element). Each interval of 
Conv L is a Brouwerian lattice. 
T h e d o m a i n (c): 
The notion of MV-algebra A was introduced by C C Chang [d]. The basic binary op-
eration ® on A is assumed to be commutative. The notion of a pseudo MV-algebra is a 
generalization of the notion of MV-algebra in such a way tha t the assumption of the com-
mutativity of the operation 0 is omit ted. Each MV-algebra (pseudo MV-algebra) can be 
constructed by means of an appropriately chosen abelian lattice ordered group (lattice ordered 
group) G with a strong unit u. In this situation the expression A = r ( G , u ) is used. In this 
construction, the underlying set A of A is the interval [0,tt] in G (cf. D. M u n d i c i [p] and 
A. D v u r e c e n s k i j [i]). 
Let A be an MV-algebra, A = T(G,u). To each direct product decomposition of G there 
corresponds a direct product decomposition of A (cf. [165]). Each direct product decomposition 
of G has only a finite number of nonzero direct factors. On the other hand, A can have direct 
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product decompositions with an infinite number of nonzero direct factors. Further, it is proved 
that any two direct decompositions of an MV-algebra have a common refinements. 
There exist exactly three nonisomorphic types of lattice ordered groups G with one gen-
erator. In each of these cases G is complete. The situation concerning MV-algebras with one 
generator is essentially different (see [189]): An MV-algebra with one generator need not be 
complete; moreover, it need not be archimedean. There exist infinitely many nonisomorphic 
complete MV-algebras with one complete generator. Further, it is shown tha t each MV-algebra 
possesses a unique maximal completion. 
In [188] some results of R. C i g n o l i [e] were generalized; further, there is proved a 
result on the relations between generalized atoms and direct product decompositions of an 
MV-algebra. 
It is well known tha t if a Boolean algebra is orthogonally complete, then it is Dedekind 
complete. An orthogonally complete MV-algebra need not be Dedekind complete. 
For each MV-algebra A the following conditions are equivalent ([207]): 
(i) A is Dedekind complete; 
(ii) A is Dedekind a-complete and orthogonally complete. 
Let A be a pseudo MV-algebra, A = r ( G , u) and let C(A) be the corresponding lattice. 
Assume tha t a is an infinite cardinal. In [233] it is proved that : 
If the lattice C(A) is a-complete, then A is an MV-algebra. The collection of 
all a-complete pseudo MV-algebras is a radical class. 
A Cantor-Bernstein theorem for a -complete MV-algebras was proved by A. De S i m o n e , 
D. M u n d i c i and M. N a v a r a [h]. This result is generalized in [222] in two directions. 
Firstly, it is shown tha t instead of a-completeness it suffices to apply the weaker assumption 
of orthogonal a-completeness. Secondly, instead of an MV-algebra, pseudo MV-algebra can 
be taken into account. 
Prof. Jakubik is author of 241 papers published in scientific journals. His papers were 
quoted in more than 750 articles. All monographs on the ordered algebraic structures have 
quoted his papers, for example FUCHS, L.: Partially Ordered Algebraic Systems (1963) quotes 
12 papers, K O P Y T O V , V. M.: Lattice Ordered Groups (1984) (Russian) quotes 39 papers, 
GLASS, A. M. W.: Partially Ordered Groups (1999) quotes 35 papers, DARNEL, M. R.: 
Theory of Lattice Ordered Groups (1995) quotes 42 papers. 
For his scientific activity Prof. Jakubik was awarded several acknowledgements, out of 
which these are following: The National Price of the Slovak Republic (1969), the State Price of 
K. Gottwald (1979), the Price of J. Hronec awarded by Matica Slovenska (1995), the Price of 
the Ministry of Education (2002). For his scientific and pedagogical activity he was awarded 
the title "doctor honoris causa" at the Technical University in Kosice (2002). 
The scientific contribution of Prof. Jakubik has not been complete yet. He has been still 
working intensively and publishing obtained results in scientific journals. 
His lot in life has become much harder after the death of his wife who had created a 
harmonic family background, and who had also worked as Associated Professor in mathemat -
ics at the Technical University in Kosice. At present Professor Jakubik lives together with 
his daughter Eudmila. His second daughter Danica Jakubikova-Studenovska is an Associated 
Professor in mathematics at the Faculty of Natural Sciences in Kosice and she has achieved 
several results in the field of monounary algebras. 
Prof. Jakubik has a t rue and sincere relations towards his birthplace, towards Slovakia, 
Slovak literature, history and folklore. Even now, from time to t ime, he plays our beautiful 
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Slovak folk songs using a pipe which he received as a present from his t rusted friend, Professor 
Kolibiar. 
We wish Professor Jakubik, together with all mathematical community, a very good health, 
a lot of achievements in his research, and many, many happy years ahead. 
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